Long Wallet
Print out your template.
Ensure you print it out at 100% scale.
Roughly cut out the shapes and tape them down to your leather (I like to use 2
different colours here, but you do you)
Cut out the shapes and punch the holes (I’ve marked where the holes go but you
should still just kind of test fold the pieces to make sure they are in the right
place for you. Different thickness leathers may need some alterations)
Bevel/Sand/Burnish all of the pocket tops, the flap on the coin pocket, and the
Strap
Skive the T-Slot down to reduce some bulk
Glue the T-Slot to the Card Slot Body (the bottom of the T-Slot should be
somewhere around ¾” up from the bottom of the Card Slot Body, but you should
test this by placing the Bottom Pocket over top to make sure everything is in the
right place)
Punch holes and stitch the bottom of the T-Slot
Glue the Bottom Pocket in place
Measure half way on the card slots and punch a vertical stitching line to separate
it into 2 rows of card slots (make sure you don’t punch through the stitching on
the bottom of the T-Slot) and stitch it up

On the Coin Pouch Body set the female side of a line snap
On the Coin Pouch Front set the male side of the snap
Glue the Coin Pouch Front to the Coin Pouch Body
***If Using My Method From the Video for Thick Leather/Stitching Punches***
Punch your stitching holes around the edges of both the card and coin pockets
On the Wallet Body draw stitching lines with your wing divider on the grain side
where the pockets will go
Flip the Wallet Body over and place the pockets on it
Using your awl push holes straight down through the stitching holes to mark the
start, end, and corners of your stitching line
Flip the wallet body over and punch the stitching holes according to the marks
you just made
On one end of the Strap set the female side of a line snap
On one end of the Wallet Body set the male side of the snap
Rivet the Strap to the other end of the Wallet Body
Glue the card and coin pockets in place making sure the holes line up properly
Proceed to the saddle stitch steps
***If Using the Normal Method***
On one end of the Strap set the female side of a line snap
On one end of the Wallet Body set the male side of the snap
Rivet the Strap to the other end of the Wallet Body
Place you card and coin pockets in place on the Wallet Body
Mark and punch your stitching holes (be mindful of the strap when punching your
holes)
Saddle stitch the pockets onto the wallet body
Sand edges to get them all nice and flush
Bevel/Sand/Burnish all edges (try to sand to a pretty fine grit here - I go to
1000)
Give it a rub down with your favourite balm and that’s it!

When printing, make sure to print the true size. Measure below to ensure the
image hasn’t been scaled:
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